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C: They'd do a lot of fishing themselves. They'd go down and stay two months at a time,

P: So they'd be bringing back a lot of barrels.

C: Yeah. A lot of stuff.

P: They pretty much got to stay a long time, because I imagine back then it took them a

long time to get....

C: Yeah. Back then it took two weeks to go to them. They'd stop in the afternoon and kill

them a squirrel or something or other for supper and then next morning, strike out early

again. Camp out.

P: What were the roads like?

C: All of them just sand trails. No paved roads.

P: Did you get a lot of people from other areas in Florida coming to White Springs for the

Health Spa? For the health....

C: Well, as far as Carolina, up in there, there was quite a few people coming in. Most of there

were from north Georgia, or Carolina, Alabama. Didn't have many northern people.

Chance: grocery store

P: You had a grocery store?

C: Forty, forty-three years there.

P: Forty-three years?

C: In one place. I was in the grocery business. I worked for chain stores for about five

years till I got just what I needed to buy and everything.

P: Uh huh.

C: Back then a person on a chain store people was cutting down on salary. I was making what

I called good money then. I was making fifty dollars a week back in them days. They cut

me down fifteen dollars a week. I couldn't live on it in Miami so I came back up here and

went it business. Took a hundred dollars and went in business.

P: Where was your store?

C: It was right this side of where that one is, baby. Tore mine down and built that when I

sold out.

P: What did it look like?

C: It was originally built for a little filling station like that place over there, but I

kept adding to the back of it and enlarging everything. Got to sell


